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Abstract
This study aims to express the effectiveness of module development of power point optimizing training as a learning media. The module developed has several excellences such as the material presentation presented focusing on how to make a good learning media, started from the opening part, material, evaluation, references, completed with self assessment and presentation of Self Directed Learning (SDL) based material which eases the teacher to study independently. The type of this research was R&D with 4D model. based on the observation result found that predominantly the teachers did not acquire power point yet. Based on the result of N-Gain test on pre-test and post-test score shows that the average score of N-Gain is > 0,70 (high category). The result of self assessment on each meeting shows that 75% teachers have achieved score 70. Based on this data, it can be concluded that the module being developed is included into effective category in improving the teachers’ competence especially in making technology based learning media.
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1. Introduction
Teachers are required to be ready competing in making the students learn started from analyzing, planning, developing, implementing, and assessing the learning based on ICT application. ICT in learning can be applied in the learning media. Learning media is the facility to visualize the learning process (Sulfemi, 2019; Rusby, 2017), in the form of device functioning to explain part or even a whole learning program which is difficult to be explained verbally (Hadibin et al., 2012). The usage of learning media in each learning process has become a demand or even a must to manifest the students’ success in education, one of its main factors is the teachers’ ability in using media in learning (Rozie, 2018; Alwi, 2017). ICT based learning media can ease students in understanding the learning material (Suprapti, 2016). The research results shows that the application of technology based learning media can improve the understanding and learning motivation of students especially in the field of science. In line with the technology development, various applications have been used as learning media such as prezi, lectora, and power point (Shanmugam & Balakrishnan, 2017).

Power point is one of softwares which can be used as the learning media. Even though in the beginning it is designed for the usage of presentation in the company, but nowadays power point usage has entered the learning process. Beside that, Power Point is the application which can be accessed easily and available almost in all computers or PC (Personal Computer) (Kirova et al., 2016). Although nowadays there are many complex learning media developed based on adobe flash, lectora, prezzi, and so on, but the usage of Power Point is still frequently used by the teachers as the learning media (Berk, 2011). This is because Power Point can increase students’ attention towards the learning (Nouri & Shahid, 2005). By utilizing the menu obtained in Power Point enables to produce an attractive learning media. This is because the video, text, music, animation, and picture can be included into Power Point to support the learning material explanation. Some advantages of using power point are as follows: 1) the electronic format is extremely easy to be distributed to and used by students; 2) it can be combined with some media; 3) the file can
be edited easily; 4) it is possible to be printed as Handout; 5) portable file (Jones, 2003).

The observation result at Integrated Islamic Elementary School (henceforth; SD IT) Kerinci shows that there are still many teachers who do not implement technology based learning media yet such as the usage of Power Point. This can be seen from the table about the initial analysis result of teachers’ knowledge on ICT based learning media especially Power Point which obtained from 24 SD IT teachers. Based on table 3, it can be seen that 87.50% teachers ever used printed learning media. This is in the contrary with the usage of non printed learning media (electronic) which is only 20.83%. The low usage of electronic media is because of the teachers’ less skill in using ICT. This also can be seen from the skill indicator using Power Point as the learning media which only reaches 25%. In the usage of ICT based media especially Power Point, most of the teachers can only make the text, insert the picture, make animation, and diagram. The teachers still cannot make complex animation such as making the pulldown menu, running menu, making the score using action script, and hyperlink. Whereas by acquiring these things, the teachers can produce an interactive, dynamic, and attractive learning media.

The absence of training for the teachers at SD IT Kerinci Regency causes less knowledge of teachers on technology based learning media development. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct certain learning media development training to increase the teachers’ professionalism competence. Training is one of ways for profession development (Supriyono, 2017). So that the training can run effectively, it requires teaching material which can support this process. One of teaching material which is commonly used in the training is module. Module is the teaching material which contains learning purposes which would be achieved, the materials, work sheets, and evaluation (Rasmawan, 2018).

Some community service journals show that the teachers’ interest in Power Point based learning media training is extremely high. However, most of the training is conducted only using module. Mostly the training is conducted through demonstration (Permadina et al., 2017; Pinahayu & Sriyono, 2019). Therefore, it needs certain practical and effective training module which can be used independently or structured in the training of Power Point based learning media.

Some materials frequently presented in the training of Power Point based learning media are very basic such as entering the text into the slide; adding new slide; selecting the slide design; moving the slide about to be edited; changing the view display; changing normal view to slide show; moving the slide order; copying the slide; deleting the slide; inserting the slide; entering the picture into the slide; entering the background into the slide; entering data, number, and footer into the slide; entering the table into the slide; entering the graph into the slide; changing the graphic display; adding the graph title; formatting data series display; and entering animation in to the slide (Rusli et al., 2020). Other menu that were presented in the training module are such as making design of Power Point template and using the template design available, doing transition in each Power Point slide (Santoso, 2019). The training uses the training module which only consists of three chapters that discuss in general about presentation namely how to make and same the file, uploading the background, printing the slide, and linking the slide (Shedriko et al., 2018). The quiz material taught in the previous research could only give correct or incorrect response (Alimudin et al., 2019). In other words, the quiz cannot accumulate the students’ score yet. One of this training module excellences is the presence of material of making evaluation for the students by using action script which can accumulate the students’ total score, showing how many correct score, the incorrect score, and the score obtained, and the scoring system can be managed by the teacher in action script. For the animation material, it is also still extremely simple such as making animation to move the things using animation (Fahriannur & Siswanto, 2016). In here it can be seen that the material given is not full and complete started from the learning opening (cover and main menu, core activity menu (learning material or sub material) and menu to close the learning (Evaluation or Quiz).

Based on problems that have been explained above and the presence of gap between reality and expectation, then it is necessary to make more specific and focus power point
based learning media, thorough material presentation, and can facilitate the teacher in independent learning (self direct learning).

2. Method

This research was type of research and development of 4D model. 4D model consists of 4 stages namely define, design, develop, and disseminate (Thiagarajan, 1974). This research was started with define stage. Define stage was conducted in the stages such as preliminary-final analysis, users’ analysis, assignment analysis, concept analysis, and instructional purpose analysis. Next, the design stage covers standard test arrangement, media selection, format selection, and initial design. Develop stage aims to produce a valid, practical, and effective media. Develop stage conducted validity test, practicality test, and effectiveness test on the media being developed. The last stage is disseminate, conducted to promote the development product so that it can be accepted by users either individually, in group, or system. This research dissemination was conducted at SD IT of Al Madina, Kerinci Regency.

The development flow using 4D model can be seen in Figure 1. In this article, the discussion will be focused on the result of develop and disseminate stages. In the stage of valid product development had been tested at SD IT of Nurul Qur’an to see the product effectiveness. Then disseminate stage was conducted to find out the product effectiveness with different schools. In the stage of product distribution was tested at SD IT of Al Madina. The effectiveness data obtained from the result of self assessment which had been filled in by the teachers in each end of the chapter in the module.

The self assessment used likert scale with assessment criteria as follows: 1) if the material mastery 0-25%; 2) if the material mastery 26-50%; 3) if the material mastery 51-75%; 4) if the material mastery 76-100%.

The product usage is said effective if 75% of training participants can acquire the material or has achieved score 75 and produce a learning media based on the module instruction.

![Figure 1. The Research Flow of 4D Model](image)

3. Result and Discussion

The Result of Define Stage

The result of define stage shows that an effective teaching material is necessary so that the training conducted can run effectively and efficiently such as the training module. So that the module being developed can become the effective solution for the teachers then assignment analysis and material or concept analysis were conducted. The assignment analysis produces some assignments which must be done by the teacher to achieve the indicator. In general the assignment that must be done by the students is making learning media with complete structure with dynamic and attractive display consisting of the users’ instruction, main menu (introduction, material, evaluation, and references), sub menu (KI,
KD, and Indicator) and the compiler. Considering most of teachers are not familiar with the usage of power point then the material presented started from basic such as making the cover. While for the assignment, so that the training participant can work independently then the assignment given in the module in the form of self assessment. The result of instructional purpose analysis obtained a number of learning indicators which would be learned in each learning activity. The indicator would be explained under the title of each chapter in this module.

The Result of Design Stage

Design stage (design) produces the product in the form of training module in optimizing power point as the learning media. The module produced is different from the module existed previously. Based on some previous research, then it can be concluded that the excellence of the module being developed in this research is the intact learning media material presentation started from the cover design, menu presentation, material, and intact evaluation making this module can be used by anyone, not only among teachers, but also beneficial for prospective teacher students as the reference in learning media course. From the side of material delivery presented in simple language and step by step followed by picture tutorial, easing the teacher in understanding the material. The evaluation which is in accordance with the indicator and presented in the form of check-list table with likert scale easing the training participants to evaluate the training achievement and also easing the training instructor in evaluating which materials had been or had not been acquired by the participants.

In chapter I making the cover, this chapter does not only present how to make the cover of attractive learning media, but also the tips on who to choose the color and what components must be in the main first page. Next in chapter II and III presented as how to make menu from learning media, in which the participants are also introduced to how is the menu display form in pull down and running. Until then the learning menu produced is seen dynamic and attracts the students’ interest. Some sub menus are required in the learning such as menu of KI, KD, Indicator, Material, and Evaluation. Next is chapter IV is presented on how to make attractive menu evaluation, either for multiple choices or essay. In here also seen that the excellence of this module is the presence of score making material by employing action script until it does not spend many slides. Beside that the presence of action script menu eases the teachers in managing the evaluation score later. This also eases the students in the achievement which then if there is no teacher, the students can find out their own score. This far most of evaluation presentation only by using correct/incorrect method until the students cannot know their score. Beside using action script scoring, also presented the material with correct/incorrect response for question example in material menu part made by the teacher. The tidy and intact material presentation are presented with self direct learning model, this self learning model eases the teacher in making certain learning media with complete and attractive components.

In the previous research, the training participants were not introduced to what components must be in making learning media. Most of the materials presented are about the basic of power point usage. Whereas the teacher must know more what components obtained in the learning media, and what kind of learning media would be made. In this module, there is discussion about the general description of learning media which must be made by the teacher and how to arrange the componnet of learning media systematically and seems interactive. Until the training participants have recognized the goal which would be achieved and what kind of media concept will be made.

The Result of Develop Stage

Develop is the development stage. The trial of valid product is conducted in this stage to find out its effectiveness. The product being tested consists of six chapters. However the product trial was conducted three times in face to face meeting only to overcome the obstacles faced by the teacher when learning independently.
The Result of Disseminate Stage

Disseminate is the stage of module distribution. The module distribution is conducted to find out the module effectiveness on different subjects namely SD IT of Al Madina. Based on quantitative data, it can be seen that 75% of training participants have obtained the average score more than 70. Until it can be concluded that the module usage has been included into effective category. Even though in each learning activity there was still score less than 80. In average the teacher obtains the lowest score in KB IV namely in material of making score on multiple choice questions. Some learning indicators at KB IV are; 1) showing developer menu; 2) making macro; 3) applying macro in start button; 4) applying macro in correct answer; 5) applying macro in wrong answer; 6) applying macro in the score button.

The interview result with some teachers show that most of the teachers experience difficulty in indicator 1 and 2. This is because when appearing developer menu the teachers feel difficult to find developer menu in custom ribbon. While during making macro the teacher experienced difficulty when they must retype the macro codes and apply them on each symbol. The score more than 80 is in average obtained at KB I and IV namely in material of making the media cover and making the running menu. This is because the material presented is still basic and there is still change to have question and answer directly to the training instructor.

Based on the development result it can be seen that the training participants have been able to make technology based learning media especially Power Point. In Figure 2 (a) found out that the training participants can make pulldown menu in Power Point. By the existence of pulldown menu then the display of the learning media made will not show up if it is not clicked in the main menu. Until it saves the space usage in the screen. Figure 2 (b) shows that the training participants have made an answer response. When one picture is clicked, then each picture will show the correct or incorrect answer. Some participants make creation on the appearing response with voice and some others with the writing. In figure 2 (c) can be seen that the training participants have been able to make action script in Power Point. Action script is useful for showing the score directly in Power Point. After the students filled in the multiple choice evaluation in Power Point. By the existence of this action script, it will save slide usage because the students’ answer scores will be automatically saved when clicking the answer, and will appear when the students finished the evaluation. The total score will appear along with the answer number filled right or wrong by the students. The presence of pulldown menu, the running menu, making the score using auto script shows that there is knowledge improvement of the training participants which in the beginning could not make power point based interactive learning media.

The material which cannot be explained just through words can be explained through figure or video. For instance the event of iceberg eruption requires certain video so that the students can see the process of how an iceberg erupts without being exactly in that place. Another example is the process of eclipse occurrence, the students cannot directly see it by using binoculars. However if there is power point based learning media which is completed with the video and animation of the eclipse process, certainly it will make the learning more fun and easier to be understood. Beside that multimedia has several advantages and make the learning more interactive (Dwyer, 1993). For example as made by one of training participants, the usage of multiple choice response in the form of voice and students can see the evaluation score directly will make the learning media being developed becomes more interactive.

Reviewed from the color combination, there are still training participants who do not know the principle of color selection yet. For instance the dark background color is filled with the dark color writing too. Until the writing cannot be seen clearly. Next from the side of the letter size, the letter size in the title and the content are not proportional yet. If used during the learning will make students sitting at the back difficult because the writing is less clear.

In the learning process, a teacher needs to design first the learning program, which means a teacher before teaching need to design the organization of clear learning material, design the class management, design the learning strategy, design the learning media and
design the students’ learning evaluation (Cut Fitriani, Murniati AR, 2017). Based on these findings, in the future it is expected to develop training module which in it also discussed about the principles of Power Point based learning media and how to use it in the class because the teacher is not only required to have the knowledge about the media only, but also must have the skill in selecting and using the media well (Rozie, 2018).

The Result of N-Gain Test
The increase of teacher’s knowledge about the usage of ICT based learning media especially Power Point seen from the teachers’ ability in the last meeting. The data were obtained and analyzed covering pretest and posttest data. Next the N-Gain of the training participants were counted. The description of pretest, posttest, and N-Gain can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. The Analysis Result of Class Teacher Ability at SD IT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>The Analysis Indicator of The Teachers’ Ability</th>
<th>Beginning (%)</th>
<th>Final (%)</th>
<th>N-Gain</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The learning media ever used</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a Printed</td>
<td>87.50</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b Non Printed</td>
<td>20.83</td>
<td>89.50</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c Never</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The usage of PPT as the learning media</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>85.50</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The ability of making PPT based interactive learning media</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>98.83</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>What is mastered from PPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a Writing Text</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b Making figure by using shape</td>
<td>70.83</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c Inserting figure</td>
<td>20.83</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d Making animation</td>
<td>20.83</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e Making diagram/graph</td>
<td>20.83</td>
<td>94.50</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f Making hyperlink</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>98.50</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>g Making the menu of interactive multiple choices</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>89.67</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h Appearing the score for multiple choice answer by using action script</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>85.50</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i Making answer responses</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>87.50</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>j Making pulldown menu</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>84.50</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k Making running menu</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>83.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the data in Table 1 seen that almost all scores experience increase and have high category. Only indicator of ever/not using learning media which the increase is in low category. It actually has positive value in which in the analysis of teacher’s initial ability, there are 4.17% teachers who still never use learning media in the class. After a couple of weeks following the training of power point optimization as interactive learning media, the final analysis result of all teachers have used learning media in the class. It means in indicator of using learning media with point “never” becomes 0%.

The indicator of using printed media and non printed media also experiences increase with N-Gain value for each is 0.67 and 0.87 with high category. The next indicator is the usage of power point as learning media and the ability of making power point based interactive learning media, both indicators also experience increase with N-Gain respectively 0.81 and 0.98 which have high category.

Next fore the content mastery existed in power point, the one which experience the high increase with N-Gain = 1 is in text writing category, making the figure by using shape,
and inserting figure. These three categories are actually included into the basic ability in power point, however when doing the initial analysis still found some teachers that do not acquire these, namely in the amount of 4.17% (writing text), 29.17% (making figure by using shape), and 79.17% (inserting figure). After following the training by using the module of power point optimization as interactive learning media, 100% teachers have acquire those indicators.

In the content mastery in the power point, there are three indicators existed in the initial analysis result 100% teachers do not acquire them yet. These indicators are appearing the score of multiple choice menu using action script, making pulldown menu, making running menu. After following the training by using the module, the teachers’ ability in acquiring the three indicators increase with N-Gain 0.86 (appearing the score of multiple choice menu using action script) in high category, 0.85 (making pulldown menu) in high category, and 0.83 (making running menu) also in high category.

Another indicator also experiences significant increase which beforehand only small parts of teachers who acquire them. These indicators with their increase (N-Gain) are making animation (0.95), making diagram/graph (0.93), making hyperlink (0.98), making interactive multiple choice menu (0.89), and making answer response (0.86).

After conducting the analysis on all indicators, most of teachers have experience sufficiently significant increase. Some training participants have made creation of power point by following the stages obtained in the module such as in Figure 4. This shows that the training module being developed is effective to increase the teachers’ knowledge in making the learning media until at creation level (C6).

Some creation examples done by the training participants as in the learning media cover, the teacher can make the form or design different from the example obtained in the module. The training participants also do improvisation in making the running menu. In the module, there is only the example of making running menu from the right to the left. But in some training participants they make it from up to the bottom with different shape forms. Not only that, some training participants also do improvisation when making the answer response of multiple choices. In the module only presented the visual answer responses, but during the training so participants chose audio answer response after knowing the way how to insert the audio into power point. However some teachers still need guidance in making the media because of some factors. The supporting factors are namely 1) internal factor, such as the teachers’ educational background, teaching experience, the material acquisition, the awareness to increase the ability, and others. The inhibition factos are such as the teachers’ motivation in increasing their quality (Yunus, 2016).

Overall the training participants have been capable of achieving the module demand namely making the learning media with complete and interactive structure. Nevertheless, there are also several things need to be considered in designing the power point as the learning media such as considering the format and combination of various media for increasing the learning process (Pate & Posey, 2016). The proportion of picture and audio in material presentation also must be balanced considering students’ various modality. Most of the teachers choose figures. Whereas power point is not only effective for audio and visual students but also reading and kinesthetic (Ankad et al., 2015). Until it is very important to use multimedia in the power point media for elementary school students. This is because it can give direct experience (Diputra, 2016). By using multimedia in power point will enable the implementation of meaningful learning (Shah & Khan, 2015).

Based on data analysis result of self assessment, the result of N-Gain, and media produced by the teachers, it can be known that the module being developed has been included into effective category. This is not apart from the role of instructor and training material arranged in details, systematic, and focus on the development of learning media and easy to understand (Sari et al., 2020).

If in the previous research most researchers did not develop the module, but giving the training directly, then in this research the module is developed which can ease the tutor in delivering the material of learning media development training. Even though there are some tutor using the module, but the material is not specific to make interactive learning
media. For instance the material given just on the slide background, entering the figure, animation, and using the available template (Rusli et al., 2020; Santoso, 2019; Shedriko et al., 2018).

Different from the training module that has been developed in this research, the material developed is particular with deep discussion, and using Self Directed Learning (SDL) model until it enables the training participants to independently learn to produce interactive learning media. This is in line with the research results by (Silviana, 2014) who shows that the usage of valid and practical module can increase students’ independence in learning. The module developed also has been in line with friendly standard module which enables the learners to study independently, systematically, and easy to be used and in accordance with the era development. This is supported by the research by (Sari et al., 2020) who shows that 45.8% of training success is affected by the material. Until the module being developed is also effective to be used and can increase the teachers’ skill in making power point. This is also in line with the research result by (Dias K et al., 2019) who shows that the training of making power point by using the module can increase the training result in the amount of 78%. Beside that this module can cover the weakness of the previous research which only used module in the form of Power Point Print Out which inhibits the teachers’ participation, and the teachers’ difficulty in understanding the material (Wulandari & Iriani, 2018).

4. Conclusion

One competence indicator which must be owned by a teacher is using technology based learning media. One of the way to increase this competence is through the training of making learning media. So that the training can run effectively then needs a module which can ease the participants in mastering the material. In this research has been developed the module of power point optimization as the learning media. Based on the data of research result it can be concluded that the training module of power point optimization as the learning media is effective in increasing one of teachers’ professional competence at SD IT in Kerinci Regency. This can be seen from the result of teachers’ mastery evaluation on the stages of making the learning media which almost in each chapter the average gives score 3 and 4. Beside that the existence of intact learning media produced by the teachers also indicate that the teachers have been capable of making technology based learning media. This research was limited on SD IT teachers in Kerinci Regency.
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